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Back to the Basics

---

Top Priorities

Aura Condition

Electromagnetic (EM) Field Function

Organ Function (energetic)

---

Aura Condition

Do I currently have any aura (grid) damage or imbalances?

Location?

Cuts, burns, scratches, rips, infections, other?

Best remedy?
- Color applications
- Flower essences and/or essential oils
- Toning
- Inner visioning techniques
- Walt Woods' correction system (Letter to Robin)
- Senzar aura repair system (audio recording)
- Other
Using Walt’s System

When using Walt Woods’ chart and correction method as described in “Letter to Robin”, set up the process as follows:

Dowse to find the current “level in effects” of your aura. Then, instruct your operating system to repair all damage and bring your aura in to a state of perfect condition and balance (i.e., the effects of aura condition = +10).

Your Personal EM Field
Top 10 Probable Causes of Dysfunction

1) Excessive EMF/RF exposure
2) Chemical exposure
3) Seismic activity
4) Active emotional issues and related belief codes
5) Grid resonance, chakra linking, and other entanglements
6) Acquired frequencies
7) Joyless living
8) Severe shortages of red, yellow, purple, silver or gold
9) Low energetic function of heart, central nervous system, pancreas or blood
10) Malignancy exposure

Your Personal EM Field
Top 10 EMF Function Boosters

1) Better management of external EMF/RF exposures
2) Laughter
3) Gratitude exercises
4) Listen to Mother Divine – Sacred Chants of Devi CD
5) Dinshah color therapy
6) Clear emotional issues and related belief codes
Your Personal EM Field
Top 10 EMF Function Boosters

7) Better management of mental/emotional exposures (where are you focusing your mind and heart?).

8) Raise energies to minimize resonance with grid chatter and to minimize vulnerability to chakra linking and other entanglements.

9) Eliminate acquired energies (vigorous exercise, salt baths, toning, Senzar Symbol work)

10) Spend more time with the Nature Kingdom and with animals.

Organ-Gland Function

Organ-Gland Function Test

Dowsing Question:
Using a scale of 1-100%, with 100% being the optimal function level for right and perfect health and well-being, what is the current function level of my ______ (heart? pancreas? etc.)

Corrections:
Use intention to connect Spirit Unit of designated organ/gland.

Clear personal belief codes and acquired energies that are the root causes of the dysfunction.
Spirit Unit Repair

Statements of Intention:

Please connect all aspects of the Spirit Unit of my __________ (i.e., heart) and all elements of my __________.

Harmonize all energies, forces and influences that have invaded the Spirit Unit of my _______ and all elements of my ________.

Bless all disembodied spirits that have been trapped in these broken Spirit Units, and send them to the most appropriate place for them at this time.

Thank you for participating in this program!

For information on other Senzar seminars and services, visit www.sedonaportal.com